INTRODUCTION
In wireless communication network field, the multiple access systems as code division multiple access (CDMA), frequency division multiple access (FDMA) and time division multiple access (TDMA), have been widely studied and applied [1] . But multiple access system always affected by multiple access interference (MAI), which inhibit the system performance seriously [2] .
As a multi-user detection (MUD) technique aimed at MAI suppression, the parallel interference cancellation (PIC) always has been the focus of research with low complexity .PIC detector generate MAI by the decision estimate value of the 1 m  th detection level, then remove it completely in the received signal on the m th level [3] . It is good of small delay and high detection efficiency, but each detection error in any level always increase MAI and lead detection error diffusion [4] . The traditional multi-level detection technology makes multiple stage sub-order iteration treatment of multi-user to avoid the detection error diffusion by same iterative calculation method [5] . It always cause low convergence rate and unacceptablely high complexity, which suffer from nearfar problem (FNP), and limit the transmission performance of weak power users.
Kalman filtering theory is an important dynamic data processing technology [6] , which has been widely applied in multi-variable control, optimal control, optimal estimation and adaptive control [7] , dynamic monitoring of mobile communication, GPS [8] , navigation and other field for its characteristics of real-time, fast convergence, accuracy and anti-interference [9] . The problems as MAI and FNP of multiple access mobile communication network, make Kalman algorithm receives more in-depth study [10] . Kalman algorithm can build the state adaptive estimation of optimal decision vector to estimate the unknown noise statistics characteristics on-line [11] , thus ensure algorithm converges to expected user [12] .
In this paper, we established multiple system network model, transmit and receive signal model, detection algorithm model. Then present a combination of Kalman and PIC to restrain the generation and diffusion of detection error through the real-time estimation of channel and improve dynamic environment tracking performance, thus ensure the detection precision. Final, contrasted the signal to interference ratio (SIR), excess output energy (EOE), bit error rate (BER), error mean square (EMS), blocking rate (BR) of KPIC, Kalman and PIC algorithm in the static and dynamic conditions.
II. MUD MODEL FOR MULTIPLE SYSTEM
In an asynchronous DS-CDMA system with K users, assuming 1-user to be the expected user, user equivalent channel is P , transmitted symbol length is 21 P  , and time sequence is { ,..., 1,0,1,..., } PP 
. Let all users transmit asynchronous signals in sum noise channel [13] simultaneously make spread spectrum and adding system noise for each user respectively. Then spread spectrum secondary to chaotic sequence and make adding blind adaptive Kamlan filter processing to each user in order. All transmit signals after been double spread spectrum processing by asynchronous S hexadecimal transmission mode [14] . The S hexadecimal signal of the k -user is 
where N is the spread spectrum processing gain, , kl s is the normalized spectrum sequence, L is the spread spectrum sequence cycle, C T P is the matrix code piece, and T is the bit interval. The spread spectrum model Kalman unit is defined as  is the noise variance.
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Assuming the received signal sampling rate is equal to the chip rate, the L -dimensional MF output vector r in one symbol interval T of the base-band received signal model in this asynchronous DS-CDMA is defined as
where e is the zero mean covariance sum noise matrix. So the output vector y can formed as 
where R is the normalized cross-correlation matrix.
The signal generating structure is shown in Fig. 1 .   , estimates the bit symbols of the transmitted signal in any relevant transmission interval, then this asynchronous DS-CDMA system network could be equivalent to a synchronous system network with 21 K  users [15] . If 21 KL  and all spreading code of these 21 K  users are linearly irrelevant, then the calculation of asynchronous system network is similar to the synchronization system network.
III. KALMAN-PIC ALGORITHM
As an optimal estimation algorithm based on the linear minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion [16] , the Kalman algorithm can not only make on-line synchronous unbiased estimation of the unknown noise statistics characteristics in DS-CDMA system network while conducting state filtering, but also build a state space model for the MUD processing, so as to adaptive estimate the optimal decision vector by optimal filter [17] , thus ensure algorithm converges to expected user. The combination of Kalman and PIC can restrict the detection error diffusion by the real-time estimation of channel, thus improve the dynamic environment tracking performance of detection algorithm [18] . KPIC algorithm can synchronous unbiased estimate the DS-CDMA system during measurement noise [19] , and adaptive estimate the optimal decision vector ( 
is the L -length spread spectrum code,
e is the process sum noise vector. the blind adaptive KPIC detection unit is shown in Fig. 2 Generally, in order to ensure the detection precision, when the channel response appears suddenly change, for example, there are some other new users added to the same system network, it always needs to resend the original training sequence of PIC detector, this may easily cause a great waste of spectrum resources, in addition, the random recursive calculation of traditional adaptive MUD algorithm for multi-access communication system has defects as slow convergence and large detection errors. The introduction of blind adaptive Kalman unit makes it possible that only use observational data and without need training sequences, thus solve divergent or low convergent stability and low testing accuracy lead by traditional multi-level detector.
The process equation of expected user is pot1 pot1
where pot1 () i  is the new dynamic state vector. The observation equation of expected user is
where
where () k i x is the 1 L state vector in the i -th moment, and ( 1, ) k ii  F is a known LL  state transfer matrix. The dynamic system observation equation is
is a RL  -order measurement matrix, and 1 ()
is the error of measurement matrix.
Because
where () gk is iterative calculation.
The i -th symbol period sampling of the received baseband signal can be formed as
The L samples in the i -th symbol periods can be represented as a 1 L -order matrix as follows
where int D is interference matrix contains ISI and MAI. Set a L -dimensional decision vector () k f for the expected user, so the MUD model can be defined as
Supposing the iterative initial condition is (1,0) 
where min  is the minimum mean square error of the optimal decision vector, min  is minimum output energy, and 1 S is the S scale received signal of expected user. So, the dynamic system equation of expected user is 1 1 1 
where k  is the corresponding vector forgetting factor. Set a relatively open detection environment based on the existing static environments, namely, add a new set of arithmetic distributed large power users when the iteration number is 600, these added users can be regarded as the external interference component. Then withdraw the new added users and a set of existing users when the iteration number is 1200, namely, here is a interference range between 600 and 1200. This program simulates the dynamic communication environment.
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Then let all users transmit asynchronous signal in the S band transmission asynchronous after through double spread spectrum processing. Simultaneously, use PN sequence (The number of PN sequence is K) to despread the information symbols. Finally, complete the symbol recovery processing of these K users (symbol number is equal to transmission time) by the integral decision at receiving and transmitting terminal. Set the k -th user as the weakest power user, every bit power is 2 /2 k AT . The output SIR is defined as 
The BER is defined as The PN sequence generator and the corresponding results (one sample per symbol) of PN sequence generator are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . The EOE performance is defined as the excess energy of transmitted user signal in order to achieve single-user error performance for MUD algorithm in the mobile communication system [20] , namely the more stable and rapidly for the EOE decay, the more stable the system transmission performance is. The EOE is expressed as
Modulo-two adder
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A. SIR Performance Analysis
As shown in Fig. 5 : When the iteration number is less than 400, the SIR performance of KPIC and PIC algorithm are significantly better than Kalman algorithm. When the iteration number is greater than 400, the SIR curve of Kalman appears better than PIC. Simultaneously, the SIR performance of KPIC algorithm is throughout better than Kalman and PIC algorithm in the whole detection process. These mean the KPIC algorithm is of faster convergence ability and stronger static interference suppression than signal Kalmman and PIC algorithm in the static transmission condition.
As shown in Fig. 6 : When the external interference component is added to the system (the iteration number is 600), the SIR curve of KPIC algorithm just appears some small amplitude drop fluctuation and recover at the fastest speed in the interference range, then achieve a stable convergence state after the external interference component has been removed (the iteration number is greater than 1200). The SIR curve of KPIC algorithm just appear some small amplitude drop fluctuation and recover at the fastest speed in the interference range, then achieve a stable convergence state after the removal of external interference component. Although the SIR curve of Kalman does not appears too significant drop fluctuation in the interference range, but it shows attenuation trend and does not achieve a stable convergence state after the external interference component has been removed. Simultaneously, the SIR curve of PIC algorithm appears a sharp drop fluctuation and non convergence in the interference range. Even after the external interference component has been removed, the SIR curve of PIC algorithm still appears a slow convergence state. These mean the KPIC algorithm is of better dynamic tracking performance than Kalman and PIC algorithm in the dynamic transmission condition. 
B. EOE Performance Analysis
As shown in Fig. 7 : When the iteration number is less than 200, the EOE curve of PIC algorithm appears a fast decay and close to the theoretical value of 0dB, namely, the EOE performance of PIC algorithm is better than KPIC and Kalman algorithm. But when the iteration number is greater than 200, the EOE curve of PIC algorithm does not achieve a stable attenuation and substantially in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 dB, namely, PIC algorithm occurs detection error diffusion in the absence of outside interference. Simultaneously, when the iteration number is greater than 400, the EOE curve of KPIC algorithm is always below 0.1dB, when the iteration number is greater than 1000, the EOE curve of KPIC algorithm is always below 0.05dB, and late in the detection process has been close to the theoretical value of 0dB. The EOE curve of Kalman algorithm also achieves a stable attenuation but basically at the level of 0.1dB in the subsequent transmission. These mean the KPIC algorithm is of better convergence, stability and interference detection error diffusion suppression capability than Kalman and PIC algorithm in the static transmission condition. As shown in Fig. 8 : When the external interference component is added to the system, the EOE curve of KPIC algorithm just appears a very brief fluctuation and almost completely recover attenuation states quickly before the external interference component has been removed. The EOE value of KPIC algorithm is basically below 0.05dB, and close to the theoretical value of 0dB at last. Simultaneously, the EOE curve of Kalman algorithm appears a significant fluctuation and basically above 0.15 dB in the interference range, and converges to 0.1dB after the external interference component has been removed. Although the EOE curve of PIC also appears a brief fluctuation, but it does not continue attenuate decay, and maintain at a fixed level of 0.1dB in the interference range. It is noteworthy that the EOE curve of PIC algorithm appears a significant unusual fluctuation which is close to 0.3dB after the external interference component has been removed. These mean the KPIC algorithm is of better interference rejection capability, convergence stability and MUD ability than Kalman and PIC algorithm in the dynamic transmission condition.
C. EMS Performance Analysis
As shown in Fig. 9 : When there is no outside interference, the EMS curves of KPIC and Kalman algorithm attenuate fast and stabilized in the whole MUD process, the EMS value converge to a desired level as 6 
10
 . It is worth noticed that the eventually converge value of KPIC algorithm is almost lower than Kalman algorithm and significant lower than PIC algorithm. The EMS curve of PIC algorithm is obviously inferior to KPIC and Kalman algorithm in decay rate, and the EMS value converge to an unsatisfactory level as 5 10  . These mean the KPIC is of higher detection precision, namely, the KPIC detector can effectively inhibit the interference of strong FNP and improve the detection precision in the static transmission condition. As shown in Fig. 10 : With the addition of outside interference, the EMS curve of KPIC algorithm can basically maintain the same level as in static transmission condition. Although the EMS curve of Kalman and PIC algorithm also appear attenuate in the whole detection process, but the eventually converge value converge to level as 5 10  and 4 10  respectively, which are significant higher than the same level as in static transmission condition. These mean the KPIC is of higher detection precision in the dynamic transmission condition.
D. BR Performance Analysis
As shown in Fig. 11 : The BR performance of KPIC algorithm is significant better than Kalman and PIC algorithm at any interval of user number. Especially, with the increase of user number, the BE performance improvement rate of KPIC is significantly faster than Kalman and PIC algorithm. Namely, in the case of same user number, the KPIC algorithm can achieve a significant smaller blocking level. These mean the KPIC algorithm can make better use of channel resources, thereby ensure the smooth exchange of user information in the static transmission condition.
As shown in Fig. 12 : With the addition of interference users, the channel condition becomes more complex than static transmission condition, the BR performance of KPIC algorithm is still better than Kalman and PIC algorithm at any interval of user number. These mean the KPIC algorithm can make better use of channel resources and thereby ensuring the smooth exchange of user information in the dynamic transmission condition. 
E. BER Performance Analysis
As shown in Fig. 13 : In the multi-stage MUD process with no outside interference, the BER performance of KPIC is obviously better than PIC algorithm on both 1-th and 2-th detection level. Namely, the KPIC is of better static MUD capability, so it can effectively overcome the affect of strong FNP and ensure the detection precision in the static transmission condition. As shown in Fig. 14: When the external interference component is added, The BER performance of KPIC is still better than PIC algorithm on among 1-th, 2-th and 3-th detection level. Specifically, the BER performance of KPIC on the 2-th level is almost close to the same result of PIC on the 3-th level. Namely, the KPIC is of better dynamic MUD capability and detection precision than PIC in the dynamic transmission condition. The blind adaptive KPIC algorithm is different from the traditional PIC and Kalman algorithm, it fully takes into account factors such as parallel computing, blind adaptive and multiple access mobile communication network. Bases on the latest information in increase variables, KPIC can fully track the time-varying channel in complex condition and adaptively whether to continue the detection operation without waiting the information data input at any time. Because it is no need to sort the order of different power user in whole MUD processing, so KPIC can eliminate the Co-channel interference completely and effective avoid decision error diffusion caused by intermediate link decision error of traditional PIC algorithm, thus maximum improve the detection precision, dynamic tracking capability and detection stability. Simulation results show that, the new KPIC algorithm outperforms the Kalman algorithm and PIC algorithm in term of dynamic tracking capability, stability, convergence, and detection precision control capability. Therefore, the blind adaptive Kalman-PIC algorithm is an efficient MUD scheme for the multiple access wireless communication network.
